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The paper contains two theorems about multinomial matrices. In the first one it is shown that 
Mn,q,y= (ma,13 ) with moc, O~- olfl . . " OlOq , t~, fl, ]/ E zq+, O~ Yi ~ ~gi, ]/i<~ fli, and Eqffil O(i ~-" 
Eq=l fli = n is nonsingular. In the second one we give explicit expressions for the eigenvalues of 
D = (d~,~) with d~,13 = (~)tgf 1 . . .  trPq ¢, o:, fl E Z q, and ~q=l t~i = ~,,q=l fli -~ n .  
The Bernstein operators from approximation theory are generalized and used to obtain the 
results of the second theorem. 
1. Introduction 
In combinatorics the inverse binomial formulae are defined by the relations 
. ,  - b j ,  (1) 
j=O j 
and 
bi- (-1)i-%, (2) 
]=0 
where i, j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n. They are equivalent to the statement hat the matrices 
A=(%)  with %=(})  and B=(bo) with b0=(}) ( -1 )  i-), i , j=O, 1 , . . . ,n  are 
inverse to each other (see e.g. [6, Prop. 2, p. 141]). 
The nonsingular matrix 
M=(mi/), mi)=(n)(j/n)i(1-j/n) "-i, i, j=O, 1 , . . . ,n ,  (3) 
with eigenvalues ~.i=n-i(n!/(n-i)l) was mentioned by Freeman Dyson in a 
letter to Richard Askey [3]. Dyson was interested in a model of the origin of life 
n i which involved this matrix. Observe that mi) = ( i)P)(1 - pj)n-,, i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n, is 
the binomial probability distribution corresponding to p)=j/n, j = O, 1, . . . ,  n. 
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If Pi = oli/n, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  q where each a~ e Z+ = {0, 1, 2 , . . .  } and Eq=l  C[" i = 
n, then 
n 
(ill,''-, lq )p#II"'" p#qq= (fl)(~)~l... (~_q)/~q, (4) 
where each l i  e Z÷ and l l  "~" ° " "~ lq  = n is the multilnomial probability distribu- 
tion corresponding to (P l , . . . ,  Pq). We impose the lexicographic order on the 
elements of Z q so that (4) defines a multinomial matrix. Then one of the partial 
results of this paper is the nonsingularity of this matrix. 
The main results of this paper are given by two theorems about multinomial 
matrices. In the first theorem it is shown that Mn,q, ~, - -  (m~,a) with 
m o~,a = tr~ 1"-" a~q , 
where 
Og, l '  ~ E zq ,  O ~ ~i ~ ogi, ~i ~ l i ,  
and 
q q 
E O{i= E t i -~n  
i=1 i=1 
is nonsingular. 
In the case q = 2 and ~'1 = 72 = 1 the matrix Mn.2,~, is the product of a diagonal 
matrix H = (hij) and a Vandermonde matrix V = (vi/), where hig = (n -  i) n and 
v# = ( i / (n - i)) j, i, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1. The second theorem gives explicit expres- 
sions for the eigenvalues of D = (d~.~) with 
and 
q q 
~ O{,i-- E l i - - 'n.  
i=l i=1 
The Bernstein operators from approximation theory are generalized and used 
in conjunction with Stirling numbers of the second kind in a combinatorial setting 
to obtain the results of the second theorem. 
The nonsingularity of the multinomial matrix D establishes the existence of 
inverse multinomial formulae corresponding to (1) and (2), and hence establishes 
the uniqueness of representations of the form 
ao~l . . . . .  ,~q=~(f l ) t r~"" t r~qqbt~,  . . . . .  t3q, 
where tr, i e Z q, aq +. . -  + trq = n, and i l  +""  + iq = n. 
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2. Notation 
Let F be a field of characteristic 0, let ol = (o:1, 0{2,  • • o , tep) • Fp for p >/1 and 
let I t r] = tel "~ 0f2 + " ° ° -Jr- tep -  Corresponding to te and appropriate p 's  let te' = 
(tel, re2 , . . . ,  t rp_ l )•  F p- l ,  te"= (tel, teE , . . . ,  tep-2)• F p-2, Ite'] = ~'----11 tel, and 
let I "l = r~,"-i ~ te,. Then te •F  p can be expressed by t r= (re', tep) and Ite[ = 
loll  + tep. Let  x = (x l ,  x2, . . . , xp), where x;, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p are indeterminates. 
• ~ E i= I  Xi  • Let x '=(X l ,  Xz , . . . ,Xp_a) ,  and x" (x l ,x2 , . .  Xp-2). Let Ix ' f= p-1 
F[x'] ,  and Ix" I = 2 f~ 2 xi • F[x"] for appropriate p's. Then x can be expressed by 
x = (x ' ,  Xp) and [xl = Ix'l + Xp. 
Let P,,,q be the set of q-term partitions of n •Z+ = {0, 1, 2 , . . .} ,  i.e., 
P,,,q = {te= (tel, a~2, . . . ,  teq)•Z  %, with Itel =.}. Let I,, o be the set of multi- 
indices with q-1 terms and sums at most n, i.e. l,,.q = {a~' = ( te~, . . . ,  teo-1) • zq-1 
with [te'l<-n}. If te=( te l , . . . , tep)•Z  % let x° '=x~'x f~. . .Xp  ," for x= 
(x~, . . . ,  xp). For a • P,,q the mult inomial  coefficient (~) is defined by (~)= n!/  
te!, where te! = tea!---  a q! and [a[ =n.  There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between multi- indices a '  = (a l ,  a2 ,  • • • , teo -1)  • l,,,q and partitions /3 = 
( i l l , . . . , /30)  • P',,q which is given by /3 = (tel, • • . ,  teq-1, n - [ te ' [ )  = (te', n - 
[a:'l). Thus the mult inomial  coefficient (~) can be expressed by 
n, 
- te'! ( -  = C(n, 
in terms of te'. 
Two orders will be introduced on Z~. For a = (al,  • • • , ap) and (b l ,  . .  •, bpj • 
ZP+ we will say that a < b in the lexicographic order if a~ = b,, i = 1 , . . . ,  k - 1 
and ak < bk, and we will say that a << b in the second order if a, < b, for all 
i = 1 , . . . ,  p. The symbols ~,  >,  1>, >>, >> have the obvious interpretations. 
Incomplete sets of multi-indices I,,,o.~,, and partitions P,.q,~ are defined by 
In,q,t3' = { a' • In,q " f l '  4< te '} ,  and 
P,,q.t~ = {oc•P, ,q ' f l . .<<te},  where 0',.<</3' and 0,.<</3. 
Observe that 
/~,q,t~ =/3'  + l--It~'l,q = {/3' + o"o '  e I,_lt3,1,q}, and 
P-,q,t~ =/33 + P- - I#l ,q-  {/3 + o :a  ~ P,,-It31.q}- 
To simplify our notation for summations we will write ~ (tr •A)co ,  instead of 
using ~,~a c~ for the sum of c~ over the set A. 
If f :  Zq+ - 1 ~ F, it then follows that 
(te' = E (te' r '  + = (/3' +/3 ' ) -  
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3. Polynomials 
Let  Fn ,q=( fEF[x1 , . . . , xq_ l ] ;  f=0 or degf~n} then the polynomials 
{x '°e" re' • I , ,q}  form a basis for F~,q with the lexicographic order in I,,q. The 
dimension of F~,q is the cardinality of In,q, i.e., 
(n +q-  1)!= {n +q-  1~ [[/n,q[I ([2, Theorem 33, 105]). p. 
(q - 1)! n! \ n ) 
Define the mapping Kn, q : F~,q --~ F ~"÷~-b y Kn,qf = [f(tr')]~,, where tr' • In,q with 
the lexicographic order. Clearly Kn,q is linear and the following holds. 
Lemma 1. The mapping  gn,q'fn,q----> F (n+q-l) /S invertible. 
Proof. I f f  • Fn,q, then f (x ' )  = ~ ( f l ' •  In,q)Cg,X '~'. The lemma is equivalent to the 
statement that the kernel of Kn,q is zero or that K,,qf = [0]~, implies f=  0 or 
c~, = 0 for all f l ' •  l,,q. 
We prove the lemma by induction on the parameter q i> 2. For q = 2 it follows 
that In,2 = {0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. Therefore, f (y )  = Y',i~=o ciy i, where y = xl. Since 
Kn,Ef = [0] we have f (a )= ~'i=ocia i =0 for a = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. But a nonzero 
polynomial of degree n or less can have no more than n roots so f = 0 and c/= 0 
i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n. Now assume that 2 < q and that the lemma has been established 
for r < q. For f • Fn, q we have f (x1 ,  . . . , Xq_l) -" ~, (fl' • In,q)C#,X '~'. Let x"= 
(xl ,  • • •, Xq-2), y = Xq-1, and k = flq-a- Then c a, = Ca,,k and 
n 
f (x ' )  = f (x" ,  y)= ~, ~,  (fl" • In_k,q_l)C~.,kX'[3"y k,
k=O 
since F ix1 , . . . ,  Xq-1] = F [X l , . . . ,  Xq-2][y]. Thus for k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n we have 
gk(X") = 2 (fl" • l , -k,q-1)Ctr,kX "tr and f (x ' )  = Y,7,=ogk(x")y k. Suppose that K,,qf = 
[0]~,. If f 4: 0, then some gk 4= O. Let  m be the largest integer for which gm 4= 0. 
Then we have f (x ' )  E~=ogk(x")y k m ,, k = = Ek=Ogk(X )Y .  We can fix an arbitrary 
o/ '•  In-re,q-1 and obtain E~'=o gk(O/')O~q-~ = 0 for aq-1 = 0, 1 , . . . ,  m, since 
a '  = (a", aq_a), Ia'l=lo/'[+aq_l<~n-m+m=n, and or' • l , ,q .  Thus the poly- 
nomial m tt k ~k=Ogk(Ol )y has one more root than is allowed for a non-zero 
polynomial so it must be the zero polynomial and each gk(O/ ' )=0 for k = 
0, 1 , . . . ,  m and for all a,"• In_re,q_ 1. Consequently, K~-m,q-~gm = [0]~., so by 
the induction hypothesis with r =q-  1 < q it follows that gm = 0 which con- 
tradicts the definition of m. Thus f = 0. [] 
Let a ~0 be a fized non-zero element of F. Then for each a~'e Im,q the 
polynomial g~,(x') = x'~'(a - Ix'l) m-I l is of degree m in F[Xl, . . . , Xq_x] = Fix']  
and the following holds. 
[,emma 2. The po lynomia ls  {g~,(x')" ol' e Ira,q} are linearly independent in Fix'].  
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Proof. Let tr = (or', m - ]tr'l) e Pm,q correspond to tr' e Im,q. Suppose that 
Y~ (o:' elm,q)C~,g~,(x')=O in Fix']. Let d,~ = d,~,,m-lo,,I =c~, and let G(x )= Y~ (x 
Pm, q)d~x °~ in Fix1, x2 , . . . ,  Xq] = Fix] = Fix', Xq]. From its definition it is clear 
that G is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m. So, G( tx)= t~G(x) for all 
t e F. Moreover, G(x', a - Ix' l)  = 0 since G(x', a - Ix' l) - r~ (~ '  ~ Zm,q)C~,g~,(x'). 
Note if m = 0, then G is a constant, but by the preceding, this constant must be 0. 
If m I> 1 note that G(0) = G(0.  x) = OmG(x) = 0 and that 
fl__ "G[  fla] fl a [fl_fl'l~ 
G(f l )=  a \ l f l / -  a ]-~,a It~l /-0. 
for any nonzero fl e Z q. Therefore G(fl) = 0 for any f le  Z q and by ([7, Theorem 
14, p. 38]) G is the zero polynomial. Recall that G e F(x~, x2 , . . . ,  Xq) was 
expressed in terms of the independent monomials x% o: ~ Pm, q thus the 
coefficients d~ which occur in this representation of G must all be 0. Since each 
C~, is a d~, the proof is complete. [] 
4. Multi-indexed matrices 
Let y e Z q with 0~<< y be fixed and let Mn, q,~, be the IIP~,q,~[I x IIPn,q,~ll matrix 
which is defined by Mn,  q, ~, -- (m~,13), where m~,a = a~  for o:, f le  en,q,~,. We have 
the following result. 
Theorem 1. The matrix M~,q,~ is invertible. 
Proof. Let f (x)  = Y, ( f le en, q,y)c#x #E F Ix1 , . . . ,  Xq] = F[x]. The theorem is 
proved by showing that f(oc) = 0 for all a~ e Pn, q,~, implies that f = 0. Let ~ be the 
image o f f  under the homomorphism from F[x] = F[x', Xq] to Fix'] which is given 
by x' ~ x' and Xq ~ n - Ix'l. Thus 
~(x')  =f (x ' ,  n - I x ' l )  - ~ (/~' ~ Zn-~,q,~,)Ca,,n_la,lX'~(n - - Ix ' l )  n-la't 
-- x'~'(n --Ix'l)~, E (°' ~ l,~-i~l,q)Co,+~,,,,,-io, l-i~ ,#'°'( n - Ix ' l )  n-I°'H~l, 
where ~' = (71, • • •, Vq-1) and c a = c/3,,n-I/~,l. We now assume that f(te) = 0 for all 
E en,q,~, and thus ](a~') = 0 for all a~' e In-rq, q,~,,. Corresponding to f l~ Pn,q,r 
relable the constants C/3',,,-I/~'1- b,~,, where a~'= f l ' -~ '  E In-b,l,q. Observe that 
the common factor x ' r ' (n -  Ix'l)~q is a non-zero polynomial without any roots 
oc e Pn, q,~,. Now let ~(x ' )  = Y, (tr' e In_h,l,q)bo,x'°'(n - I x ' l )  n-I°'H~i, then ~(x') = 
x '~' (n  - Ix ' l )~q~(x' ) .  From the preceeding ~(a~') = 0 for all a~' e In-~,q,q,~,, = )" + 
In-I~,l,q and it follows that if gt(y,) = ~(y,  + y,), then Kn_l~,l,qtt  = [0]. By Lemma 
1 it follows that gt = 0. But if ~ = 0, then tp = 0 and hence ~ = 0 since the map 
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y'---~y'+ ~" =x '  induces an isomorphism between F[y'] and F[x']. By Lemma 2 
it follows that f = 0 in F[x]. [] 
5. The Dyson matrix and the Bernstein operator 
We now introduce the Bernstein operator nn, q : F[Xl, . . . , xq_l]  ~ Fn, q which is 
defined by Bn,qf = ~ (fl' • In, q ) f ( f l ' /n )C(n ,  fl')x'#'(l -Ix'l) where x '= 
(x l , . . . ,  Xq-x) and f l '=  ( i l l , . . . ,  flq-1). We immediately restrict Bn,q to F~,q. 
Now define the Dyson matrix Dn,q ([3], q = 2) by 
((n) 
Dn, q = (d~,~) = fl ol , where Ol, f l  • Pn, q" 
Let Jn,q " Fn,q --~ F ~n÷Fb e defined by Jn, qf = [f(a~'/n)]~,, where a~' • In,q. Observe 
that x'--~ (1/n)x' induces an automorphism in Fn,q and that Jn,q is Kn,q preceded 
by this automorphism. Therefore, by Lemma 1 it follows that Jn, q is invertible. 
Also observe that 
"- n Jn ,qDn,qJn,  q. nn,q --n --1 
The following theorem characterizes the eigenvalues of Dn,q. 
Theorem 2. The eigenvalues of  the Dyson matrix On, q are given by 
~.~, = nn_l~, I n! 
(n - Ire'l)!' where Ol' • In, q. 
Proof. Let (m}p=m!/ (m-p) !  for non-negative integers m>~p~O,  and let 
(m) l ,=0 if m<p.  If ol ' , f l '• In,q,  then (fl'}~, is defined to be (fl '}~,= 
• • 
Since Bn, q is a scalar multiple of a similarity transform of Dn, q it suffices to 
examine the Bernstein operator Bn,q. When expressed as a matrix acting on 
polynomials with respect o the basis {x 'e} with a~' • In,q the Bernstein operator 
Bn,¢ is represented by an upper triangular matrix. 
The proceeding assertion and the assertion of the theorem will be established 
by proving the following three Bernstein operator identities: 
Bn,ql = 1, (al)  
Bn,qXk = Xk, k = 1, 2, . . . , q - 1, (B2) 
Bn, qX 'v' = n-lr'l(n }lr,Fx'v' + ~ (fl' • In,a, Y' > fl')cr',#'x 'r'. (B3) 
The multinomial theorem (xl + ' "  + Xq) n = E (od • In,q)C(n, t~')x'°eXq -I~'i is 
used in the proof of each identity. 
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The proof of (B1) follows immediately from 
n~,ql = ~ (tr' • l,,q)C(n, a~')x'°~'(1 - Ix ' I t  -~1 = (Ix'l + (1 - I x ' l ) )  = -- 1. 
The proof of (B2) follows from 
/ \ irk nn,qXk = 2 (O~'E In,q)~--~}f(n, ~')x'°:'(1 - ix, lr- i~,l 
a~k n! ~x,~,¢ l  _ ix, i )~_l~, I 
=2(°¢'Eln,q)(-n)(ol , , (n~lol , i ) ! ]  , 
(Olk) ( n! ) 
-~(~'~l" '~'~k~>l)  n ~'!(n-lc~'l)! X'~(1--x'l)n-I~'l 
= E (~ '  e I~,., ~-  1>to)  
/ (n -  1)t 
~tel ! . . .  (trk -- 1)! • • • a~q-l! ((n -- 1 ) -  (15 '1 -1 ) ) ! /  
• (xV, . . .  x~,÷<~k-" • • • x~_-,,(1 - Ix ' I t  -1-<1~'t-') 
- xk Y~ (o' ~ I~_1,~)x'°'(1 - Ix ' l r - l - I~ ' lC (n  - 1 ,  o')  
= xk(Ix' l  + 1 - Ix' l)  ~- '  = x~. 
For p e Z+ define the pth degree polynomial (x}p = 1 if p = 0 and (x}p = 
1-If_-x (x - i + 1) if p I> 1. It is well known that the polynomials (x }p form a basis 
for F(x) and that x p = EPk=O 6e(p, k)(X}k where the 6e(p, k) are Stirling numbers 
of the second kind ([2, Theorem 40, p. 113; 6, Chapter 4, Prop. 1, p. 48 and 
Chapter 9, p. 141]). For ~,'•l~,q define the polynomial (x'}~,,• 
F(xl, x2 , . . . ,  Xq-O by (x }~,, = (Xl}~,,(x2}r~'-" (Xq-1}r~_,. It is then clear that for 
any y' • I~,q there exists numbers 5e(),', fl') such that 
X 'Y' "- (Xt)y,  "4- 2 (fit E In.q, ~t< ~t)~(~', [~t)(Xt)I3'. 
Since the Bernstein operator is linear, 
B,,,qX '~'' = n-h"l B (nx,~,' n,q~, I 
=n-h"l(Bn.q(nX'}~ ,'+ 2 (fl' El,,.,, f l '< ~,'),.,¢e(~', fl')Bn.q (n,x'>#,). 
To prove (B3) note that it suffices to prove that 
Bn,q (nx' )~, = (n!/(n - ly'l)!)x'~'. 
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To this end we evaluate 
Bn,q<J~"~t>v' "-" 2 ( f i t  E In,q) < Oft>y,C(Yl, Of')x~'(1 -I.~'l)',-, '~', 
= ~ (of' e l-,q,v')( of')v,C(n, of')x'"'(1 -Ix' l)  "-j~'l 
t tk  -t -- </~ >[Y'] E (Of' E In, q,v,)X (1 - ix'[) "-I~'l (n I~'l)! 
(Of'- y')! ( .  -IOf'l)! 
t 
I y" 4-O' _(n)l~.l~(o,~[._l~.,.q)x (l_lx,lY_l~.Ho. I (n I~' I)! 
o'! (. - l y ' l -  Io'l)! 
= (n)l.r,i x'v' ~, (o' ~ l , ,_lv,l ,q)C(n - Iv ' l ,  ° ' )x ' ° ' (  1 - I x ' l )  "-i~'l-I°'l 
- <- >,~,,:'~"(Ix'l + (1 - Ix'l)) "-'~''' 
n!x,y" 
= <n >,~,.:'~"- 
(n- I~'I)!" 
This proves (B3) since the second summation contains the terms (n!/(n- 
I:'l)!)~(v',/r)x'#' for 8' <~"- 
The assertion of the theorem follows since ~.v' is n ~ times the coefficient of x 'v' 
in B,,qx 'v' for y 'e  l,,q. [] 
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